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Bano toilets and toilet seats
Products:
5965 Bano toilet 530 mm

5975 Bano toilet 700 mm

5970-06 Bano toilet seat - grey

5970-03 Bano toilet seat - white
5970-04 Bano toilet seat - black

5965

pleje og vedligeholdelse
5975

5970-07 Bano toilet seat - red

Material specification
• Toilet 530 / 700 mm: porcelain
• Toilet seat: ABS hygienic plastic
• Fittings: stainless steel

Maintenance
The product, which is made of porcelain, requires only minimum maintenance. Use a soft cloth or sponge
with a mild cleaning agent. For a shining surface, use a detergent designed for cleaning windows.
Removing stubborn stains
You can often use stain remover to deal with stubborn stains from hard water or water that contains rust,
but make sure to rinse the product thoroughly after cleaning. Regular cleaning will help to protect the
surface of the product against marks and stains left by water. When needed, use a polishing agent to
refresh the appearance of the porcelain surface.
Toilet seats in everyday use in the healthcare sector are exposed to a large load sideways when moving
a patient from a wheelchair. The Bano toilet seat should always be fitted with the seat stabilizers bumpers
to limit load sideways. Over time, however, the bolts in the seat can loosen gradually and we recommend
tightening bolts 6 months after installation or when as needed.

Warning
Never use scouring agents or cleaning agents that contain strong chemicals. You must also make sure
never to spill hot water or place very hot items on the surface. The highest safe temperature is 80 ˚C (the
standard temperature of hot water from the tap is just 60 ˚C).
Thank you for taking the time to read these instructions carefully – it is a time well spent!

